Evaluation of stress patterns during simulated laparoscopy in residency.
Laparoscopy simulation offers realistic complexity of tasks and required skills, and helps to develop competencies. However the relationship of stress to the experience has not been comprehensively explored. Objectives were: 1) to evaluate stress level before and during laparoscopy in surgery interns (PGY-1) and surgery residents (PGY-2); 2) to evaluate performance in simulated laparoscopy in both groups; 3) to study the correlation between stress pathways themselves and to study which factors mediate the relationship between stress and performance. Seven PGY-1 (didactic course plus 2-hour hands-on session) and 6 PGY-2 who usually operate by laparoscopy were included. Performance assessment used the MISTELS scale. Salivary cortisol (SC) was measured the day prior (T0) to simulation, and immediately before (T1), and after the session (T2). Electrophysiological indicators of stress were assessed by Holter: heart rate (HR) and its variability (pNN50) at the same time. Perceived stress was determined at T1. All parameters were similar at T0. Regarding the whole study population, simulation induced stress. However response varied by subgroups. For PGY-1, levels of SC, HR and pNN50 were similar between T0 and T1. Afterwards, SC and HR significantly increased with a parallel decrease in pNN50 at T2. For PGY-2, a significant increase in HR and decrease in pNN50 were observed from T0 to T1, and remained stable at T2. No change in SC level or perceived stress was noted. Performance score was significantly higher in PGY-2. Stress patterns were not correlated between each other but a correlation was found between electrophysiological parameters and performance. Two stress patterns were identified: PGY-1 exhibited an increase in stress level during the procedure, whereas in PGY-2 it occurred prior to the procedure. This suggests that the impact of simulation on stress parameters might be different according to the experience of the learners.